PROTECT CITIES AND WORKERS FROM
EXTREME HEAT IN A RAPIDLY WARMING WORLD
Join us for the 2nd Global Forum on Heat and Health to share your experiences and
learn from interdisciplinary experts and practitioners from around the world.
The biannual Heat Health Forum is an international multi-stakeholder platform that
helps build community and accelerate the transformation of knowledge to action
that can help society better adapt to a warmer world. In Copenhagen, our global
network will focus on uncovering issues and shaping high-impact opportunities to
protect workers and cities from the health impacts of extreme heat.
The Forum will review progress on the priorities established in Hong Kong at the
1st Global Forum on Heat and Health in 2018, raise awareness of the urgent need to
protect populations from extreme heat in a warming world, and set out ambitious
new targets to protect workers and cities from extreme heat exposure.
Why attend?
• Build connections and share expertise with heat health experts and practitioners
from around the world;
• Learn about the latest in heat health science, research and practice, what’s
working, and what’s not;
• Get involved and develop opportunities for projects and collaborations beyond
the Forum;
• Contribute to the Network’s knowledge sharing and heat action platform.
Dates: 28-31 July 2020
Venue: University of Copenhagen Frederiksberg Campus / Copenhagen, Denmark
Learn more and register: www.ghhin.org/forum2020
Contact: info@ghhin.org
#HeatHealth2020
				

AGENDA AT A GLANCE (DRAFT 4/9/19)
TUESDAY 28 JULY

WEDNESDAY 29 JULY

THURSDAY 30 JULY

FRIDAY 31 JULY

Registration

TECHNICAL SESSIONS

HEAT SOLUTIONS STATIONS

ENGAGEMENT DAY

morning TBD

morning TBD

morning TBD

morning TBD

Technical Parallel Sessions: Advances,
Innovations, and Learning in heat health

Master Classes 1

Action Labs: Scientific and
Green-solution Tour

morning TBD

Opening Remarks
morning TBD

Keynote Presentations:
Heat in Cities and the Workplace

morning TBD

Scene Setting

1. Partnerships and capacity building
2. Data, science, and research
3. Climate and weather information for action

Session ctd.

a. Setting epidemiological thresholds and
making impact-based warnings
b. Developing a communications toolkit for a
national heat awareness day
c. Shaping and influencing local policy

Engage, explore and discuss innovative heat health
projects in one of several site visits. Visit itineraries
and sign up will be available during registration and
throughout the Forum.

morning TBD

Master Classes 2
a. Conducting heat vulnerability assessments
b. Making Heat Heath Action Plans successful
c. Measuring heat impacts, options for improving
surveillance

Network ambitions and progress
Network achievements and highlights
Logistics and Overview of Conference

afternoon TBD

Cool City Demo Walk
afternoon TBD

World Tour: Regional Updates

afternoon TBD

afternoon TBD

Technical Parallel Sessions ctd.

Heat Action Labs

4. Interventions and actions
5. Communications and outreach

Join us for a guided walking tour through Copenhagen,
where we will hear from local leaders and partners on
how they are creating a net-zero and green, cool, and
sustainable city. En route we will measure temperature/
thermal stress and AQ parameters.

afternoon TBD

Focused Parallel Sessions
1. Solutions for heat in the city
2. Solutions for heat at work

Evening TBD

Poster and Social Event
presented by Heat Shield
Evening TBD

Conference Welcome Event:
Dining, cocktails and
innovative design forum

afternoon TBD

afternoon TBD

Plans, Committments
and Forum closing

Public Lecture and Panel Discussion
Video updates from cool city walks around the
world will be shared as part of a public lecture and
panel discussion on creating cool and safe cities and
workplaces.

